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Abstract—In this paper a simple sliding mode controller
based on the averaging state space model is proposed for a DCDC boost converter. It is demonstrated to be easily implemented
and has time-variant sliding coefficients. The proposed controller
can effectively regulate the output voltage by controlling the
switch states (through the dynamic duty cycles) even when the
input voltage, load or output command varies. Furthermore the
controller is independent of the inductor current and the load,
although the load value is needed when designing the sliding
coefficients. The constant switching frequency is maintained thus
simplifying the design procedure, enhancing the regulation
properties and benefiting the filter design. The controller has
good dynamic response, overshoot damping and robustness.
Comparative simulations are carried in MATLAB/Simulink
between the proposed approach and a widely used PID controller
to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method.
Keywords—DC boost converter; sliding mode control; varying
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I. INTRODUCTION
The DC-DC converter is one of the most widely used
power electronic converters; the output voltage regulation
criteria are becoming increasingly stringent [1]. However,
because the boost converter is a nonlinear, variable-structure
and non-minimum system, designing a controller for this
converter becomes complex and difficult. A suitable control
technique for the boost converter should cope with its intrinsic
nonlinearity and remain stable against the input and load
variations while offering fast transient response [2].
The conventional regulation of a DC-DC converter output
voltage is achieved by using analog control techniques but it
has been stated that the interest in digital control techniques has
increased dramatically [1]. Various control schemes, including
linear and nonlinear control, such as current mode control [35], PID control [6-8], fuzzy control [9-12], model predictive
control (MPC) [13-15], hybrid control [16-18], and sliding
mode control (SMC) [2, 19-22], for DC-DC boost converters
have been extensively investigated. Usually nonlinear
controllers (such as MPC and fuzzy controllers) are effective
although most are complex, which makes them difficult and
expensive to apply in practical applications. Currently the most
commonly used methods for controlling a DC-DC boost
converter are linear control methods and current-mode
schemes. Nevertheless the effects of the linear control are
limited and designing a current mode controller is usually not
an easy task. The PID controller, which is independent of the
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model, has a predominant role in industrial control because of
its simple design and applicability to various fields, but this
controller cannot meet increasing requirements for fast
dynamic response and high control precision. Moreover the
stability of this technique cannot be guaranteed when there
exist uncertainties [22]. In contrast, as a nonlinear controller,
sliding mode control is an effective means to control a DC-DC
converter; this has a variable structure due to the switching
characteristics [23]. SMC is independent of disturbances and
constraints and it can provide advantages such as stability
against large disturbances, fast dynamic response and very
simple implementation. This is because this control method has
the property of acting on all system state variables
simultaneously [24]. SMC has proved to have improved
robustness in providing consistent transient responses over a
wide range of operating conditions [20]. Much work has been
contributed to the SMC method in respect to power electronic
converters; recent work can be found in [25-29]. However,
there exist shortcomings, such as variable switching frequency
and dependence on the inductor current and/or a known load
[25]. The variable switching frequency always deteriorates the
control performance, causes noise and makes the filter design
more complex and bulky. And the dependence of the controller
on the measurement of the current increases the complexity and
the investment.
Motivated by the above problems, this paper aims to design
a novel and simple sliding mode controller for a DC-DC boost
converter based on the averaging state space model. Only
continuous conduction mode is considered in this paper. The
main contribution of this paper is the design of a sliding mode
controller with varying sliding coefficients to regulate the
output voltage via the dynamic duty ratios. In this control
strategy, the sliding surface is adjusted according to different
system states and variations; and since the controller is
implemented using the duty cycle control, fixed constant
switching frequency is maintained. This simplifies and
improves the control properties. The performance of the
controller under input/load/output command variations is
simulated and evaluated. The proposed method is easily
implemented and only requires the measurement of the actual
output voltage, making the controller design less complex. In
Section II the averaging state space model for continuous
conduction mode of the DC-DC boost converter is addressed;
in the Section III the controller is designed and the stability
analysis is described and proven. Section IV puts forward
simulation results followed by the conclusions in Section V.

II. MODELING OF THE DC-DC BOOST CONVERTER
To implement the variable structure control, according to
[24] the converter equations should be written in the form:
x = Ax + BS + G
(1)
where S is the switch status; x is the state vector representing
the state variables; and A, B and G are the state matrices. The
controller scheme is based on the averaging state space model,
so the model should be established first. With respect to the
modeling of the DC-DC boost converter, the continuous
conduction mode is considered in this paper. The basic DC-DC
boost converter is shown in Fig. 1 and the equivalent circuits of
the converter during S = 1 and S = 0 are shown in Fig. 2.
During the continuous conduction mode and when the switch is
turned on (S = 1) the state space equations are:

du
u
diL
= ui and C o = - o
(2)
dt
dt
R
When the switch is turned off (S = 0) the expressions
become
du
u
di
L L = ui - uo and C o = iL - o
(3)
dt
dt
R
Combining (2) and (3) and using the state space averaging
method, the overall second-order averaging model of the DCDC boost converter is
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Fig. 1. General topology of DC-DC boost converter.

(a) S = 1

chosen using the output ripple limitation. The critical values for
the inductor is Lc and capacitor is Ce; these are calculated using
R
2
Lc = d (1 − d ) TS
(5)
2
u dT
(6)
Ce = oe S
RΔuoe
where R is the load resistor; d is the duty ratio of the PWM
signal; TS = 1/fS is the switching period; uoe is the desired output
voltage and Δuoe is the ripple limit of the output voltage.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
A. Controller Design
Generally the output voltage of the DC-DC boost converter
should be regulated to keep a steady constant level even when
the input voltage, output load and/or output command vary.
According to the sliding mode control theory the time-variant
proportional sliding function of the proposed SMC in the state
space is designed as

SS = k1 (t) × (uoe - uo )
(7)
where k1(t) > 0 is the sliding coefficient which can be designed
as the constant or time-variant according to the different
commands, meanwhile it should be selected properly to meet
the existence condition, the reaching/hitting condition, and the
stability condition. Because k1(t) is the constant piecewise
during different steady states in this control approach, its
derivative is zero during any steady states. Therefore the
differential sliding function (or the first-order trending path) is
expressed by (8).
SS = −k1 (t )uo
(8)
which results in the equivalent control described by below.
u
(9)
ueq = 1 − o
RiL
Then the corresponding trending law is defined by (10),
Slaw = −k2 (t )(uoe - uo )
(10)
and the trending speed is able to be regulated via tuning the
coefficient k2(t) > 0.
For the general sliding mode control of the converters, the
general control law, which must be capable of controlling the
output of the system to track the reference values, is defined by
⎧⎪u + ,if SS > 0
u=⎨ −
(11)
⎪⎩ u ,if S S < 0
Substituting the averaging state space model of the system
into the rending law, the dynamic duty cycles for PWM
generation can be directly obtained:
0 < d (t ) = 1 −

In order to guarantee that the DC-DC boost converter
operates in continuous conduction mode the parameters of the
elements should be selected properly. L must be above the
critical value of the continuous conduction mode and C is

2k1uo

<1

(12)

4L
(13)
(CRk22 − k1k2 )
R
Obviously when the error between the reference output and
the actual output voltage is 0, (12) becomes:
u
d (t ) = 1 − i
(14)
uoe
where

(b) S = 0
Fig. 2. Equivalent circuits of converter during (a) S = 1 and (b) S = 0.

k1ui + k12 ui 2 + k ⋅ uo ⋅ ( uoe − uo )
k=

which is the inherently general steady-state relationship
(independent of the control schemes) between the input and
output voltage for the DC-DC boost converters. It can be seen
that the controller is independent of the inductor current, and
load knowledge is only needed when designing the sliding
coefficients.
B. Stability Analysis
1) The reaching condition description: With the designed
control laws in (10), (11) and (12), and the initial starting
points in the state space, arbitrary external points (either in
negative or positive area), or on the sliding surface SS, will
reach the sliding surface SS in a finite time t. This means that
the designed control law meets the reaching condition.
Proof: If SS > 0 the actual output voltage is below the
reference voltage. Under the designed control law the dynamic
duty cycles are controlled to be greater than the theoretically
critical value (1 - ui/uoe), and as a consequence, the output
voltage will increase to the reference value. If SS < 0, the actual
output voltage is above the desired voltage, and according to
the proposed control law, the duty cycles are regulated to be
lower than the critical value. As a result the actual output
voltage will decrease and reach the sliding surface sooner or
later. If SS = 0, the actual output voltage is as expected and the
duty cycle will be kept at the critical value and the output
remains as the reference value. Hence the designed control law
is effective and complies with the reaching condition.
2) The existence condition description: When the
representing points of the system are in the vicinity of the
sliding surface, under the specific system parameters, if the
sliding coefficients k1(t) and k2(t) are within the set Θ:
L
⎧
⎫
Θ = ⎨k1 ( t ) , k2 ( t ) | −a <
(15)
RCk2 2 − k1k 2 ) < a ⎬
(
RC
⎩
⎭
where a=(uo-ui)/|uoe-uo|>0, then the sliding mode exists and any
system trajectories in the state space will be directed to and
then slide across the sliding surface SS = 0, that is, the
following existence condition is satisfied:
lim S S SS ≤ 0

SS →0

(16)

Proof: For the proof of the existence condition the
following cases are considered:
• CASE 1: The representing points are in the positive
vicinity of the sliding surface, i.e., SS → 0+, which leads to
SS > 0, higher duty cycles and increasing output voltage
(u o>0). Under this situation:
lim+ SS = lim+ − uo < 0
SS →0

SS →0

• CASE 2: The representing points are in the negative
vicinity, i.e., SS → 0-, which leads to SS < 0, lower duty
cycles and decreasing output voltage (u o<0) thus:
lim+ SS = lim+ − uo > 0
SS →0

SS →0

• CASE 3: When the output voltage reaches the desired
reference voltage, obviously Ss=0.
Based on the above three cases, overall we have:
lim S S SS ≤ 0 .
SS →0

In summary, if k1 and k2 are selected to be within the real
number set Θ, the sliding surface satisfies the existence
condition (16), and the system representing points can slide
across or on the designed sliding surface. It is worth noting
that, at the beginning of the control, the actual output voltage uo
can be very small (starting from 0); but when the system is
stabilized around the reference value, the difference between
the reference and actual output is not significant. Therefore
according to the difference system states, the coefficients of the
sliding surface can be adjusted accordingly to improve the
system performance. This is the time-variant sliding
coefficients concept presented here.
Remark 1: Observe the divergence function or divergence
of the system (4), the following result is obtained:
∂ ( diL / dt ) ∂ ( duo / dt )
1
Δf =
+
=−
<0
(17)
∂iL
∂uo
RC
This illustrates that the nonlinear system has a dissipative
structure and all the state trajectories will finally be limited to
an infinitely small subset. This confirms that original circuit is
passive and benefits the design of control laws for nonlinear
and linear systems.
In addition to meeting the existence and reaching
conditions, the designed sliding surface should also abide by
the stability condition. It can be demonstrated that the stability
condition is inherently met through the design of the sliding
coefficients to meet the expected dynamic characteristics [5].
By meeting the stability condition, the designed sliding surface
will always direct all the state trajectories toward a stabilized
point where equilibrium points exist.
3) The system stability description: When (15) is true and
the equilibrium points for the system are xe as by (18)
T

⎡u 2
⎤
(18)
xe = [ie , ue ] = ⎢ e , ue ⎥
⎣ Rui
⎦
then the system is asymptotically stable on the equilibrium
points.
Proof: The purpose of the controller is to keep the system
variables move along the sliding surface, therefore, ideally, the
error between the reference voltage and the actual output
voltage is zero. This leads to:
SS = k1 (uoe − uo ) = 0
(19)
T

ui
(20)
uoe
According to Lyapunov’s stability theory, the candidate
Lyapunov function (scalar quadratic function) is:
1
1
T
V ( x ) = eT Qe = ( x − xe ) Q ( x − xe )
(21)
2
2
T
where x = [iL uo] are the state variables, Q is a diagonal matrix
= [a1 0; 0 a2] (a1, a2 > 0) and markedly V(ie,ue) = 0.
According to (21), further on (22) is obtained:
1
2
2
V ( iL , uo ) = ⎡ a1 ( iL − ie ) + a2 ( uo − ue ) ⎤
(22)
⎣
⎦
2
Therefore, for any x ≠ xe, V > 0, and when x = xe, V = 0.
Hence the constructed function V is positive definite. Then the
derivative of (21) is considered:
and

d (t ) = 1 −

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
Using MATLAB/Simulink, the general PWM modulation
(gPWM), dynamic-duty-cycle PID controller (dPID) and the
proposed SMC controller are simulated and compared in this
section. The parameters of the elements in simulated DC-DC
boost converter are shown in Table I.
In the first scenario, without any variations, gPWM, dPID
and designed SMC are used to control the converter; the results
are shown in Fig. 5. The desired output voltage was set to a
constant 100 V and the constant sliding coefficients k1, k2 for
the SMC are 1 and 3000. For SMC, both the constant and
varying sliding coefficients (CSC and VSC) are simulated and
their results are shown in Fig. 5 (c1) and (c2) separately.
TABLE I.
DC-DC BOOST CONVERTER PARAMETERS
L
C
R
fs
ui
50 V
8 × 10-5 H
0.005 F
10 Ω
100 kHz

uo

Remark 2: When the system is stabilized on the equilibrium
points, by inspection of the energy conservation law and
neglecting the lost energy, the output and input powers equate:
u2
(24)
Pin = ui ie = Pout = e
R
Consequently the same equilibrium points as (18) are obtained.
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From the energy conservation law (ignoring the losses)
when uo > ue, then [ui - (1 - S)uo] < 0. This leads to iL > ie,
resulting in [iL - ue2/Rui] > 0. Else when uo < ue, then [ui - (1 S)uo] > 0, giving iL < ie, which results in [iL -ue2/Rui] < 0. In
summary, for any x ≠ xe (23) is negative and when x = xe (23) is
zero. Therefore (23) is negative definite. In conclusion, the
candidate function is a Lyapunov function and the system
abides by the Lyapunov stability requirements. Therefore the
system is asymptotically stable on the equilibrium points.
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Fig. 3. Proposed SMC controller for the converter (k is shown in (13)).
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Fig. 4. Dynamic-duty-cycle PID controller for the converter.

Based on the above discussion, the proposed SMC
controller is designed and illustrated in Fig. 3.
In order to investigate the comparative study, a dynamicduty-cycle PID controller scheme was designed; this is outlined
in Fig. 4. In this scheme the duty cycle of the PWM generator
is related to the input voltage. That is, if the input voltage
changes the duty cycle changes accordingly.
Compared to the PID controller it can be seen that the
proposed method is also easily implemented. In next section
the simulation is implemented and the results are analyzed.

From the results it is clear that both dynamic-duty-cycle
PID control and SMC have better performance than general
PWM modulation in terms of overshooting. With Regards to
the dPID controller, the actual output voltage is slightly lower
than expected. However, it can be noted that the dynamic
response of the proposed SMC is very fast and the performance
is effective and better, although the actual output is a little
higher (approximately 2 % for CSC and 1 % for VSC) than the
desired output voltage. The performance of the SMC with VSC
is better than that with CSC. Because of the poor performance
with general PWM modulation, it was not evaluated while all
SMCs are with varying sliding coefficients. In the next case,
load variation is considered. The dynamic dPID controller
simulation and designed SMC are implemented. The load
doubles at time t = 0.1 s. The results are given in Fig. 6.

0.25

simulated and their results are given in Fig. 8. In the first
situation the output command increases from 100 V to 110 V at
t = 0.3 s, while in the second simulation the output command
decreases from 100 V to 90 V at t = 0.3 s. Due to the limitation
of the existence condition, the rate of change of the output
command voltage is limited to [-1000, 1000] for the SMC
controller.
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It is demonstrated that the proposed SMC with varying
sliding coefficients is effective in regulating the output voltage
under input variation, changing loads, and varying output
command. The controller has small overshoot and its dynamic
response is very fast which are superior to the PID controller.
However, the actual output voltage of the designed SMC is
slightly higher than the reference value.
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Fig. 6. Converter (a) dPID (b) SMC response to the load variation.
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As can be seen there are oscillations when the load varies at
t = 0.1 s for both dPID and SMC. However, clearly, the SMC is
advantageous with regards to the dynamic response and
overshooting. In the next scenario, the input is varied in the
simulation for the dPID and SMC controllers; the outputs are
given in Fig. 7. The input voltage decreases from 50 V to 40 V
at the time t = 0.2 s.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
Because of the inherent operating characteristics of the
semiconductor switch, the DC-DC converter is nonlinear. The
sliding mode controller is a variable-structure nonlinear
controlling strategy and is known for good robustness, fast
dynamic response (under input/load varying conditions) and
simple design. Therefore in order to achieve large signal
stability and fast dynamic response, the sliding mode control
method was proposed in this paper in order to improve the
performance of the converter. The effect of the parasitic
elements and the losses are not analyzed in this work. Models
are developed for a DC-DC boost converter operating in the
continuous conduction mode and these employ a time-variantcoefficient sliding mode control to regulate the output voltage
by controlling the duty cycle with fixed constant switching
frequency. In the proposed approach the sliding coefficients are
adjusted according to the changing of the system parameters.
The reaching condition and the existence condition are
described and proven; also, a Lyapunov function is constructed
to address the stability of the system on the equilibrium point.
The dynamic-duty-cycle PID controller is applied in order to
carry out a comparative analysis. From the stability analysis
and the simulated results, it can be concluded that the proposed
controller can be easily implemented and it has fast dynamic
response, small overshoot and good robustness. Simulation
results verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the system.
Experimental work will be conducted to test the feasibility of
the proposed controller.
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